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Abstract
Pyramidal cell structure varies between different cortical areas and species, indicating that the cortical circuits that these cells
participate in are likely to be characterized by different functional capabilities. Structural differences between cortical layers
have been traditionally reported using either the Golgi method or intracellular labeling, but the structure of pyramidal cells has
not previously been systematically analyzed across all cortical layers at a particular age. In the present study, we investigated
the dendritic architecture of complete basal arbors of pyramidal neurons in layers II, III, IV, Va, Vb, and VI of the hindlimb
somatosensory cortical region of postnatal day 14 rats. We found that the characteristics of basal dendritic morphologies are
statistically different in each cortical layer. The variations in size and branching pattern that exist between pyramidal cells of
different cortical layers probably reflect the particular functional properties that are characteristic of the cortical circuit inwhich
they participate. This new set of complete basal dendritic arbors of 3D-reconstructed pyramidal cell morphologies across each
cortical layer will provide new insights into interlaminar information processing in the cerebral cortex.

Key words: 3D reconstructions, branching pattern, cerebral cortex, cortical layer, intracellular injections, lucifer yellow,
statistical univariate analysis

Introduction
In the neocortex, the most abundant and characteristic type of
neuron is the pyramidal cell. These neurons are themain projec-
tion neurons, sincemost of the processed information leaves the
cortex through the axons of pyramidal cells to reach other cor-
tical areas or subcortical nuclei. Also, the dendritic spines of pyr-
amidal cells are the main postsynaptic targets of excitatory

glutamatergic synapses. In turn, pyramidal cell axons constitute
the main source of these synapses. Thus, pyramidal cells can be
considered basic building elements of the neocortex (reviewed in
DeFelipe and Fariñas 1992).

Pyramidal neurons are located in all cortical layers except
layer I and they are commonly categorized according to their pro-
jection site (e.g., Jones 1984;White 1989). Not only pyramidal cells
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located in different layers participate in different synaptic cir-
cuits, but also the pyramidal cells located in distinct cortical re-
gions are involved in different circuits, thereby segregating
particular cortical functions. The dendritic pattern of pyramidal
cells has been reported to be area specific. For example, pyram-
idal cells in the temporal lobe of higher primates are larger, but
less spinous, than those of the granular prefrontal cortex (Lund
et al. 1993; Elston et al. 2001; Jacobs et al. 2001; Elston and Rock-
land 2002; Elston et al. 2011; Bianchi et al. 2013; Oga et al. 2013).
Regional variations in pyramidal cell structure have also been re-
ported in mice, although a lower percentage of variation was ob-
served (Benavides-Piccione et al. 2006; Ballesteros-Yáñez et al.
2010; van Aerde and Feldmeyer 2015). Functionally, differences
in the patterns of dendritic branching may determine the degree
to which the integration of inputs is compartmentalized within
their arbors, with the complexity in dendritic structure repre-
senting a determinant of their biophysical properties which in-
fluences their functional capacity (e.g., Koch et al. 1982; Poirazi
and Mel 2001; London and Häusser 2005; Spruston 2008; van
Elburg and van Ooyen 2010).

Structural differences between supragranularand infragranu-
lar cortical layers have been reported, using the Golgi method or
intracellular labeling, in different species and ages including hu-
mans (e.g., Conel 1959; Hendry and Jones 1983; Larkman 1991;
Elston 2001; Oberlaender et al. 2012). These studies report lam-
inar variations in cell morphology depending on species and
age. However, pyramidal cells have not been quantified and sub-
ject to rigorous statistical comparison across cortical layers at a
particular age. In the present study, we investigated the dendritic
architecture of complete basal arbors of pyramidal neurons in
layers II, III, IV, Va, Vb, and VI of the hindlimb somatosensory
(S1HL) neocortex of P14 rats and found that the characteristics of
these architectures are statistically different in each cortical
layer. We chose the S1HL of P14 Wistar rats, because we intend
to integrate these data with other detailed anatomical, molecular
and physiological data that have already been collected from
the same cortical region and age. The aim is to create a detailed,
biologically accurate model of circuitry through layers II–VI in the
primary somatosensory cortex, within the framework of the
Blue Brain Project (http://bluebrain.epfl.ch/ and http://cajalbbp.
cesvima.upm.es/). The complete dataset of the 3D reconstructed
morphologies, processing metadata and provenance information,
will bemade accessed via the HBPNeuroinformatic platform (NIP).

Materials and Methods
Tissue Preparation and Intracellular Injections

Wistar rats (n = 20, postnatal day 14; P14)were overdosed by intra-
peritoneal injection of sodium pentobarbitone, and perfused in-
tracardially with 4% paraformaldehyde. Their brains were then
removed and the cortex of the left hemisphere flattened between
two glass slides (e.g., Welker and Woolsey 1974) and further im-
mersed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h. Sections (150−200 μm)
were cut parallel to the cortical surfacewith a vibratome. By relat-
ing these sections to coronal sections, we were able to identify,
using cytoarchitectural differences, the section that contained
each cortical layer (II, III, IV, Va, Vb, VI), allowing the subsequent
injection of cells (e.g., Elston and Rosa 1997) in the hindlimb som-
atosensory cortical region [approximately corresponding to area
S1HL of Franklin and Paxinos (1997)]. Due to technical reasons, it
was not possible to obtain sections from each cortical layer in
each animal. Thus, a total of 20 animals were necessary to obtain
8 horizontal section samples per cortical layer. Our cell injection

methodology has been described in detail elsewhere (e.g., Elston
et al. 2001; Ballesteros-Yáñez et al. 2010). Briefly, cells were
labeled with 4,6 diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma, St Louis,
MO) and then individually injected with Lucifer Yellow (LY), by
continuous current that was applied until the distal tips of each
dendrite fluoresced brightly, indicating that the dendrites were
completely filled and ensuring that the fluorescence did not
diminish at a distance from the soma. After injection of neurons,
the sections were processed with a rabbit antibody to LY (gener-
ated at the Cajal Institute) and thereafter treated with a biotiny-
lated donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:200; RPN1004;
Amersham Pharmacia Biotech), followed by a biotin–horseradish
peroxidase complex (1:200; RPN1051; Amersham). Finally, 3,3′-
Diaminobenzidine (DAB; D8001; Sigma Chemical Co.) was used
as the chromogen, allowing the visualization of the entire basal
dendritic arbor of pyramidal neurons (Fig. 1). Cytochrome oxidase
(CO) staining was used to label dark modules in layer IV somato-
sensory cortex (Wong-RileyandWelt 1980; Jain et al. 2003) in order
to locate the hindlimb somatosensory cortical region (Fig. 2).

Cell Reconstruction and Quantitative Analysis

The Neurolucida package (MicroBrightField) was used to three-di-
mensionally trace the basal dendritic arbor of each pyramidal cell
(Fig. 3). Only neurons that had an unambiguous apical dendrite
were included in this analysis. Specifically, in layer IV, since exci-
tatory cells include a mixed population of spiny cell types —L4
pyramids, star pyramids and spiny stellates, depending on the ex-
tension of the apical dendrite into upper layers and the shape of
the soma (Jones 1975; Staiger et al. 2004)—wemadeno specific dis-
tinction between star pyramid and pyramidal morphologies, both
of which are referred to as “pyramid.” Additionally, only neurons
whose basal dendritic tree was completely filled and contained
within the section were included in the analysis. Furthermore,
we discarded cells that were not located in the S1HL region, as vi-
sualized by the distinct array of functionally specific CO modules
(Fig. 2). Finally, 48 cells from each layer were included in the ana-
lysis (6 cells per layer, 6 layers, 8 animals) comprising a total of 288
cells (see Supplementary Figs 1–6). For each cell, the following
morphological variables were measured using Neurolucida.

The cell body area, estimated by measuring the maximum
perimeter of the soma; Convex hull 2D (basal dendritic field
area) and convex hull 3D volume of the basal dendritic arbor;
number of dendrites, dendritic length, nodes, and endings
expressed as total numbers, as a function of the distance from
soma (sholl analysis), and per branch order; fractal kdim (the
degree to which the dendritic arbor has a scale-invariant top-
ology); VA/VB ratio from Vertex analysis (where VA = bifurcating
nodes that have 2 terminating branches and VB = bifurcating
nodes thathave 1 terminating and 1 bifurcating branch attached).
Vertex analysis compares dendritic structures combing topo-
logical and metrical properties to describe the overall structure
of a dendritic arbor. A Va/Vb ratio greater than 1 suggests that
the tree is nonrandom and symmetrical; values around 1 suggest
that the terminal nodes grow in a random process; values <0.5
suggest that the tree is nonrandom and asymmetrical.

Finally, the following variables were measured using the R
software environment (R Core Team 2014), in order to further
analyze dendritic structure:

1. Mean angle between the center of mass of first order dendrite
initial points and the terminal points.Wedetermined a center
ofmass using the initial coordinates of each first order dendrite
initial point in order to fix a reference for each angular
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calculation. This variable measures the angle at each terminal
point of each terminal segment. This angle ranges from 0 to

π

2
radians.

2. Mean angle between first order adjacent dendrites. This is a
measurement of the 3D angle between each first order den-
drite initial point and the next one.

3. Mean angle between planes formed by 3 first order consecu-
tive dendrites. This is a measurement of the angle between
the planes formed by each vector that connects the center
of mass to each first order dendrite initial point and its adja-
cent vectors. This angle ranges from 0 to π radians.

Additionally, a shrinkage correction factor of 0.83 (n = 20) was
calculated in the x, y, and z dimension, bymeasuring sections be-
fore and after injection of neurons and tissue processing tomake
it possible to match up the present data with other anatomical,
molecular and physiological data.

Univariate statistical analyses were performed using the R
software environment (R Core Team 2014). We first compared
morphological variables between layers. If the statistical test
revealed statistically significant differences, we performed pair-
wise comparisons in order to find the layers responsible for
these differences.

Depending on the type of the variable, we applied different
tests. Discrete measures (e.g., number of nodes or endings ex-
pressed as total numbers) were tested using the χ2 test (Agresti
2007) for comparisons between layers, and the Fisher exact test
(Fisher 1935) was used for pairwise layer comparison. If the fea-
tures were continuous (e.g., cell body area or VA/VB ratio), the

comparisons between layers were performed using the Kruskal–
Wallis test (Hollander and Wolfe 1973), while for pairwise layer
comparisons we used the Mann–Whitney test (Bauer 1972; Hol-
lander and Wolfe 1973). In the case of repeated measures (those
that change with the branch order, such as the length per branch
order, or the distance from soma, such as the Sholl analysis), we
used the Friedman test (Hollander andWolfe 1973) for both com-
parison between layers and pairwise comparisons. Finally, when
the variables were angular (e.g., mean angle between first order
adjacent dendrites), the Rao test (Rao 1967; Jammalamadaka and
SenGupta 2001) was used for comparisons between layers and the
Watson–Wheeler test (Wheeler andWatson 1964; Jammalamada-
ka and SenGupta 2001) for the pairwise comparisons. All the tests
were performed at a significance level α = 0.05.

Results
The structure of complete basal arbors of 288 pyramidal neurons
was analyzed across cortical layers II, III, IV, Va, Vb, and VI of
the somatosensory neocortex of the P14 rats (48 cells per layer;
8 animals), using a number of morphological variables of the
dendritic tree and the soma.

This analysis showed that cells in supragranular layers pre-
sented a significantly smaller cell body area and significantly
smaller dendritic size (in 2D and 3D) compared with infragranu-
lar layers (Fig. 4A−C and Table 1 for statistical comparisons), with
layer IV presenting the smallest values (followed by layer II).
Similarly, the total dendritic length was smaller in supragranular

Figure 1. (A,B) Low-power photomicrographs showing injected neurons in layers II, and Va, respectively, from the S1HL region of P14 rats, as seen in the plane of section

parallel to the cortical surface. (C,D) Highermagnification photomicrographs showing an example of a pyramidal cell basal dendritic arbor in layers II andVa, respectively.

Scale bar = 200 μm in A,B; 90 μm in C,D.
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layers compared with infragranular layers (Fig. 4D), with layer IV
presenting the smallest values, followed by layer II. The total
number of nodes (Fig. 4E) and endings (Supplementary Fig. 7A)
showed also statistically significant differences between supra-
granular and infragranular layers. As an additional measure of
the general arborization, the extent to which arbors occupied
the z dimension was determined. In general, cells had basal
dendritic arbors which tend to occupy a greater extent of the z di-
mension across layers, as shown by the increasing angle between
the center ofmass offirst order dendrite initial points and the ter-
minal points (Fig. 4F). See Table 1 for statistically significant
differences found between layers.

At increasing distances from the soma, the detailed distribu-
tion of variables showed distinct pattern of intersections and
length in supragranular and infragranular layers, with the curves
of the supragranular layers shifted to the left (Fig. 5A,B). In
particular, layer II showed the leftmost values. Layer IV presented
a pattern of intersections and length with a lower peak than the
supragranular and infragranular layers. Statistical tests revealed
that only in the case of the supragranular layers was there no sig-
nificant difference between one layer and another (Table 1). Re-
garding nodes (Fig. 5C) and endings (Supplementary Fig. 7B),
peak numbers were higher in supragranular layers and the
curves were also shifted to the left. Layer IV again had the lowest
numbers of nodes and endings overall. Interestingly, peak node
values were located at 30 microns for all cortical layers (except
layer IV). See Table 1 for statistical tests.

The study of the number of branches per dendritic order
(Fig. 6A) showed increasing values across layers (II−VI; excluding
layer IV) for the first and second dendritic branch order. Values
reached a peak for the third order, and numbers decreased across
layers (II−VI, excluding layer IV) for the remaining orders. Regard-
ing the length per branch order (Fig. 6B), the numbers increased
across layers (II−VI, excluding layer IV) for the first, second and
third dendritic branch order. Values reached a peak at the 3rd
order for layers IV, Vb, and VI and at the 4th order for layers II,
III, and Va, and gradually decreased for the remaining orders.
The mean length of dendritic segments per branch order
(Fig. 6C) showed segments to be greater across increasing orders,
and the highest values were those of layers Vb and VI. The distri-
bution of nodes showed increasing values across layers (II−VI,
excluding layer IV) for the first branch order (Fig. 6D). Values
were highest at the second branch order for all cortical layers,
and numbers decreased across layers for the remaining orders.
Similar results were found for endings, although the highest va-
lues were found at the 4th branch order (Supplementary Fig. 7C).
Statistical tests between layers are shown in Table 1.

Finally, some other parameters regarding the way in which
neurons fill space (Kdim; fractal analysis) and those that describe
the bifurcation structure of the dendritic arbor were measured
(see Supplementary Fig. 7D−G). These variables revealed that,
except for layer IV, cells seem to occupy space in a similar way
(Supplementary Fig. 7D); as shown in the statistical test, where
there were no differences between layers with the exception of

Figure 2. (A) Low-power photomicrograph showing cytochrome oxidase staining used to label dark modules in layer IV in order to locate the hindlimb (S1HL)

somatosensory cortical region (elypsoid). (B) Low-power photomicrograph showing injected neurons in layer III from the S1HL region (elypsoid), as seen in the plane

of section parallel to the cortical surface. (C) Schematic drawing of the basal arbors of pyramidal neurons reconstructed from the S1HL region (elypsoid) in section

shown in B. (D) Higher magnification image of the neurons shown in C. Scale bar (in D) = 1000 μm in A−C and 125 μm in D.
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Figure 3. Schematic drawings of the basal arbors of pyramidal neurons, as seen in the plane of section parallel to the cortical surface, from the S1HL region of P14 rats.

The cells illustrated are of approximately average size for each group. Scale bar = 100 μm.
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layer IV (Table 1). Also, therewas a tendency of decreasing angles
between first order dendrites across layers (except layer IV; Sup-
plementary Fig. 7E,F). There were statistically significant differ-
ences between supragranular and infragranular layers for the
angles generated between consecutive first order dendrites, and
layer IV was statistically different in this regard. In fact, this layer
was shown to be significantly different from the rest of the layers
as measured by Va/Vb ratio from vertex analysis (Table 1), indi-
cating a relatively simpler dendritic structure than any other

layer (Supplementary Fig. 7G; see Materials and Methods for
details). Mean values of each of the variables analyzed are
shown in Supplementary Tables 1–4.

Discussion
Themain finding in the present study is that there is a systematic
variation of the basal dendritic pattern in the pyramidal cells of
juvenile rat somatosensory neocortex which is layer specific.

Figure 4. Graphs showing the variables analyzed, as total values, in each cortical layer sampled from the S1HL region of P14 rats. Measurements are reported as

mean ± SEM. Statistical significance of the differences is shown in Table 1. Mean values of each of the variables analyzed are shown in Supplementary Table 1.
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Table 1 Statistical comparisons of several representative variables from basal arbors of pyramidal neurons in layers II, III, IV, Va, Vb and VI of the S1HL region of P14 rats. The “groups” column on the
right indicates all of the layers which show no statistically significant difference

II-III II-IV II-Va II-Vb II-VI III-IV III-Va III-Vb III-VI IV-Va IV-Vb IV-VI Va-Vb Va-VI Vb-VI Groups

Cell body area (A) ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * II-III-IV
Va-Vb

Basal dendritic field area (A) * ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** Va-Vb-VI
Convex Hull 3D volume (A) ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** II-IV

Va-Vb-VI
Total dendritic length (A) * ** ** ** ** ** * * ** ** ** ** Va-Vb-VI
Total dendritic nodes (B) ** * ** * ** * ** * ** ** ** II-III

Va-Vb-VI
Angle to terminal points (C) ** * ** * * * ** * ** II-III-Va

IV-Va
IV-Vb
Vb-VI

Sholl analysis (D) * ** ** ** * ** ** II-III-Va
II-III-Vb
II-IV-Vb
II-VI

Length per distance from soma (D) ** ** ** ** ** ** ** II-III-IV
II-III-Vb
II-III-Va
II-VI

Nodes per distance from soma (D) * * * * * * * II-III-Va
II-Va-Vb
II-VI
IV-Va-Vb

Number of branches per order (B) * * * * * * * II- III-Va-Vb
IV-Va-Vb

Length per branch order (D) * * * * * * * * * II-VI
III- Vb
III-VI
IV-Va-Vb

Mean length per order (D) * * * * * * * * II-VI
III- Vb
III-VI
IV-VI
IV-Va-Vb

Nodes per branch order (D) * * * * * * * * * * II-Vb-VI
III-Vb-VI

Total dendritic endings (B) ** * ** * ** * * ** ** ** II- III
III-Va
Va-Vb-VI
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In particular, cells became larger and progressively more com-
plex in their branching structure from superficial to deeper
layers, except for those in layer IV, which were the simplest
cells. These results are in linewith previous studies that reported
differences between cortical layers using the Golgi method or
intracellular labeling (e.g., Hendry and Jones 1983; Conel 1959;
Larkman 1991; Elston 2001; Oberlaender et al. 2012). However,
to our knowledge, this is the first time that complete basal arbors
of pyramidal cells have been systematically analyzed across each
cortical layer at a particular cortical region and age.

Twenty morphological characteristics were used to analyze
the size and branching complexity of 288 3D-reconstructed com-
plete basal arbors of pyramidal cells in the S1HL of P14 rats across
each cortical layer. The majority of variables, expressed as mean
total values per cell, as well as measured per distance from soma
and branch order, showed statistically significant differences
between the different cortical regions analyzed, suggesting that
columnar circuitry may be specialized for the functional require-
ments of a particular cortical layer. Additionally, some variables
were measured (Fig. 4F and Supplementary Fig. 7E,F) in order to
further analyze the dendritic structure of first order dendrites.
These results further showed that cells became progressively
more complex in their branching structure across cortical layers,
in a symmetrical way. Only K-dim from fractal analysis and
VA/VB ratio fromvertex analysis showed fewdifferences between
cortical layers suggesting that, although the degree of cell com-
plexity differs, cells from different layers (except those in layer
IV) have a similar symmetric and nonrandom overall structure
of dendritic arbors (see Material and Methods for details).

Functionally, the size and extent of dendritic arbors relate to
the sampling strategies of cells and mixing of inputs from mul-
tiple sources: cortical and subcortical afferents and local cortical
excitatory and inhibitory inputs (e.g., Lund et al. 1993; Malach
1994; Elston et al. 1999; Elston 2003). In this regard, here we
demonstrate that dendritic arbors of infragranular cells, whose
dendritic arbors extend over a wider region of cortex than cells
from other layers, have a greater capacity to sample cortical
extents than supragranular pyramidal cells, both in xy and z
dimensions. Similarly, layer IV and layer II cells would possibly
sample lesser cortical ranges compared with the cells of other
layers.

The dendritic branching pattern influences their potential to
compartmentalize processing within their arbors and, conse-
quently, their functional capacity (Koch et al. 1982; Poirazi and
Mel 2001; London and Haüsser 2005; Spruston 2008; van Elburg
and van Ooyen 2010). Thus, there is a greater potential for com-
partmentalization in the dendritic arbors of infragranular pyram-
idal cells than in supragranular pyramidal cells, resulting in
greater functional capacity. Accordingly, layer IV (which includes
cells with the least complexity in dendritic structure) would dis-
play biophysical properties that would result in a limited func-
tional capacity. The simpler geometrical arrangement of layer
IV dendritic arbors possibly reflects the lesser functional require-
ments of these cells.

Previous studies regarding dendritic arborization during de-
velopment of the somatosensory cortex of rats have shown
that, from P14 to P60, the number of basal dendritic segments is
significantly increased at specified branch orders, and some
basal and oblique dendritic segments are lengthened or thick-
ened (Romand et al. 2011). Thus, the present results reveal the
geometrical arrangement of basal arbors of each layer at a par-
ticular stage of development (P14). This geometrical arrange-
ment is likely to further change at the subsequent stages.
Therefore, further experiments are required to establish toT
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Figure 5. Graphs showing the variables analyzed, per distance from soma, in each cortical layer sampled from the S1HL region of P14 rats. Measurements are reported as

mean ± SEM. Statistical significance of the differences is shown in Table 1. Mean values of each of the variables analyzed are shown in Supplementary Tables 2 and 3.
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what extent morphological differences reported here change
during the life span of the rat.

Furthermore, there are many factors that have been impli-
cated in neurite growth during development in the cerebral

cortex (e. g. Elston and Fujita 2014). It is likely that neuronal den-
dritic arbor structure in adulthood is influenced by competitive
interactions between cells during development. According to
this idea, dendrites of neurons located in cell-dense tissue

Figure 6.Graphs showing representative variables analyzed, per branch order, in each cortical layer sampled from the S1HL region of P14 rats. Measurements are reported

as mean ± SEM. Statistical significance of the differences is shown in Table 1. Mean values of each of the variables analyzed are shown in Supplementary Table 4.
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would experience a higher degree of competitive exclusion during
development than those located in tissue where cells are sparse,
thereby resulting in less spacefilling (reviewed in Perry and Linden
1982; Rakic 1972). This is the case for cells in layer IV and layer II;
these layers have a greater cell density and smaller dendritic ar-
bors than the other cortical layers. However, pyramidal cell
morphology could be determined genetically. Further analysis of
the relationship between neuronal density and pyramidal cell
structure during development will help shed light on this issue.

Finally, this new set of 3D reconstructed and quantified pyr-
amidal cell morphologies across P14 S1HL cortical layers clearly
provides new insights into interlaminar information processing
in the cerebral cortex. Furthermore, since it has been shown
that morphological diversity of pyramidal neurons renders the
average physiological properties robust to perturbations and in-
variant across local layer microcircuits (Ramaswamy et al 2012),
this specific 3D-reconstructed pyramidal cell population across
layers will help to create more realistic and accurate in silico
cortical microcircuits.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.
oxfordjournals.org/.
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